
 
Porth Nanven Cove 

 
Porth Nanven Cove is a beach on the south west coast of Cornwall between St Just and Cape 
Cornwall. It is located at the end of the pretty sub-tropical Cot Valley approximately a mile west of St 
Just. The beach is often referred to as “Dinosaur Egg Beach” because of the deposits of boulders 
strewn along the beach and foreshore. The egg-shaped granite boulders sculptured by the sea over 
many thousands of years vary in size up to about a metre and are legally protected by the National 
Trust who now own the Cot Valley. Porth Nanven has what is called a raised beach formed sometime 
since the ice age. Over time sea levels in the cove have dropped several times and the ancient beach 
is now suspended in the cliffs which contain a wall of these rocks waiting to break away and join 
those on the beach below. The whole area is of interest to geologists and is classified as a Site of 
Special Scientific Interest.   
 

                                                                                         
 
 

   
 
 

I discovered Porth Nanven Cove in 2011 when holidaying in Cornwall, having previously researched 
photographic locations in the area in preparation for my visit. I found it very difficult to find, I asked 
three locals in St Just, including the local postman and they all said that they had never heard of it, 
but maybe they were just trying to keep it a secret!! 
 

With the sun setting over the Atlantic, Porth Nanven makes an ideal sunset location for photography. 
At high tide most of the cove is under water, so it’s best to visit when the tide is mid to low, and 
receding. The rocks will then still be wet revealing the various colours of the granite boulders. 
Approximately one mile offshore can be seen the twin peaks of “The Brisons” which are a breeding 
ground for sea birds, mainly gannets. These rocks are known locally as “General de Gaulle in his 
bath” for obvious reasons when viewed closely, they make a splendid backdrop when photographing 
the cove. Artists also find the area attractive and can often be seen painting or sketching. 
  

The cove is reached by a very narrow single-track road 
running down the length of the Cot Valley to a small 
parking area beneath the cliffs where you park at your 

peril  The area contains many ruins of buildings 
and relics of the former tin mines that operated in the 
valley from medieval times up to the 19th century. A 
coastal path runs south towards Cape Cornwall and 
gives access to a further smaller cove just called 
“Nanven”. There are still rounded boulders here, 
though far fewer, instead the whole area is a network 
of eroded granite ledges, channels and rock pools.  
 

 



The three images below were taken with the sun setting behind The Brisons in late September 2011 
the centre and right-hand one were taken using a Lee 10 stop graduated filter. The centre image 
won me first prize in the “Outdoor Photography” magazine competition entitled “Perfectly exposed 
landscapes”. 
 

         
 
 

                                          
 

The image above was taken 25 minutes later on the same evening after the sun had dropped below 
the horizon. 
 

              
 

I revisited Port Nanven on a sunny morning in late 
September 2014 with a view to returning later that 
evening for more sunset shots. I was disappointed to find 
that the majority of the boulders were covered with 
almost a metre of sand, as can be seen in the image on 
the left. A local resident told me that the sand had been 
deposited by violent south westerly storms they had 
experienced in the area the previous winter, but the sand 
would more than likely disappear as quickly as it came. 
 
Needless to say, I did not return that evening, though I 
would like to revisit sometime in the future to see if there 
have been any further changes. 


